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Nov. 15, 1941 

, 
Dear Dr. Daniel: 

Before I start with my threatened list of queries on your 
article, I want tp make it clear that I do not do it in a spirit 
of criticism, but because I feel that you, like me, want to make 
seme headway with a problem which is fascinating because it is 
practically insoluble, and any slightest error when one is dealing 
with unknowns may throw one off the right track. I'll try ~o 
present all the evidence I have on hand in each case, and if 
you have more information, or ypu think that my reasoning is 
inconclusive, please let r:-'e know, if it isn't too n ... y:ch trouble; 
I realize that working alone in a field as I have been doing is 
not always conducive to clear thinking. 

I want to state here and now that your article is a model 
which all archaeologists who publish inscriptions should emulate. 
No one who has published anything on the Cyprian syllabary and 
its relation to Minoan has coiTe anyWhere near you in accuracy or 
in knowledge of the field involved. I certainly do not know as 

. much as you do about them, since I am still engaged in analyzing 
Linear B. All the other material still reposes in my files, ohly 
partially analyzed. · 

I'm going to start at the beginning of your article and go 
right through it,. making comments and asking questions in order. 
As I told you, I doubt that anythine; I will say can invalidate 
your conclusions, but I differ from you on some points, where 
Linear B is concerned. 

p.252: You say 1e1 C.M.I inscriptions are known, but list 96. 
That 's a minor point. 

p.255 Fig. 1 and following discussion: 
Sundwall's ~ 45 resembles, as he himself admits, Evans' A 25, 

although Evans himself put it with A3, accordin:; to S1.mdwall' s 
own statement in AAA (1925) 4.3 (Zur Deutung Kretischer Ton
T!!felchen II--which I'll call Deut,II). Its resemblance to A25 
may be si~nificant, since A25 eqqals B 50 (A and B alone are 
used for Evan~' numbers). I doubt very much that they are the 
same as B36, though I am not quite certain about that yet. Your 
C.I~:.36g appears in a B tablet, line 2~~blished by Evans in 
AthenfiJaaeurr, May 19,1900 p.634; Reinach,L'Anthropolo~ie 1900 p. 
407 (I think); and Marghiannis, Ant.Cret.Ser~3, Pl.39, upper 
risht hand corner. The sign has 3iven me a lot of trouble. I 
ttiink it may be a uariant of B 53. As you said in your lecture, 
it differs from the others in lackin~ the cross-bar. That bar is 
si~nificant in B~ 

Since A 12 appears as ~as well asf , which is also Bl3, I am 
a little dubious abubt your equaxtion with another hand-sign. 
The other si':ns in the colwrm are undoubtedly related, although 
Ell more often has four fingers than three. 

SeerJs very dubious. I agree that MlO ,E.50 and C!'38 belong together: 
and are almost certainl~r same as B50 , but the sign you give 
for B (S59) occurs only twiNe in the B tablets published, both 
times in P11

• 4, Fig.686, lne <;() word 4 and line I4 word2. 3vans 
apparently doesn't list it because he equates it with some other 
sir~n, perhaps B50; in ny case, B 50', which you list under a/e 
belon3s here. I can see very l~ttle reserblance to Cypr.k~ 
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however. Certainly B2l is 0lose~ in appearance to it than 
these, but not close enough. 

la The resemblance between the Cypriote and other signs is not 
~Nx~x~ close enough here either E 54,A45 does resemble ou~ 
capital L, with, in careful tablets, a circle in the angle, 
but the Cypriote signs are made in_ an entirely different way{' 

mi Here you don't play quite fair .. The Helladic :Jign appears only 
as part of a ligature, ~' on ~he handle of a ~ycenaean jug, -
wi th other s ir;ns that are also not quite like any known 1\~ inoan 
or Vainland signs .. You may be ri:;ht, but I defy you to prove it. 

na B 41 has two sets of variants, which are probably not relHted, 
although Evans puts them together. T~eir use in words is entirely 
distinct. You list a vaEiant of what I call B 4lb, which usually 
has ~he forms y~ vn1ile the correct parallel is B 41 a, which 
appears as T 1f'~T})e first of these, which is closest to Cypr, na 
appears in PI. 4 Pig. 764a line 2; 766e secong register, last word; 
also in the first register; and in four other inscriptions. 
There can be no qu~stion that it exists. The second variant of 
Clv._ 4 looks like B 59 to me, but :rou know the sign better than I do. 

·sa It seems lj.ust as likely to me that the Cypriote signs are 
derived from the y-shaped under part of B41 b (which gener'ally 
is written so that it looks exactly like a y, not like a circle 
with a protruding line), as from the signs you suggeBt,~-hut 
that's merely a matter of opinion. 

' su I agree with you that this equation is not certain. 

ta -you may be right in li~tin._ the hiero .. parallel you have, but 
it looks a little dubious. 

te S 40 is certainly B 45. Sundwall just insists on usin:; ane 
variant and Evans the other .. Both forms appear in the same 
words~ 

ti I don't. see why you list Eix B2 instadd of B 17. On second 
thought, I take that back. Evans doesn't give the arrow sign 
for B without a cross-bar. But take a look at the inscript~on 
in Iv1argh.Ant .. Cret. Pl.39, the tablet • just over the word 
inscriptions, line 3,word 1. I think that looks like Bl7. 
B 2 is an entirely different sign, whicti has parallels in A 
and on the mainland. 

to While you are quite right in stating that Linear B has 
no F-shaped si~n used syllabically, there is an ideosraph 
B 84 in q_uite common use .. As lon€· as your only criterion is 
the shape of a sign, it seems only fair to include it. 

In the light of these comrnents, I would disagree with 
some of your statements on page 255. But I can take this 
up better after co~sideration of Fig.2. 

Fig.2 
cr 15 The obliqae line at the ~ottom of this si~n botherA we 

There is no evidence for it in the earlier scripts. 

cr. 16 S 26 is undoubtedly Sundwall's version of B 33, a very 
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rare sign in the publisred inscriptions In adiition to one 
dubious instance, where Sundwall sees it and Evans does not, 
it apoears in only three words tk~±.orl!f.xnx~tm.x.onl!XB (one of 
these words occurs twice). The Cypr o-1 inoan is too fragmentary 
to be of much use •. 

CL 19 V\hile Evans apparently does not see this sign in A, he does 
list it (reversed) in B88, which is an ideogram. But the Cr 
sizn is much more complicated. 

C~ 27 This sien does appear in B, although it is rare. It is one 
of the variants of B6 according to .;.;Jvans. Sundwall classifies 
it as a variant of the sign vans calls B 53, which normally 
has curved cross-lines, not straight ones. It may also be 
the ideogram B94, which vans calls the 'banner-sign' • 

CM 35 B 45 in some tablets looks very much like this si n; and 
E 69 usually has oblique lines at the ends, not straight ones 
c; 35, with its straight lines, therefore, is identical with 
neit er; the lines of the A sia:n point in to the center, those 
of t e B si_h pointx away from t e center. You pays your money 
and you takes your choice. 

CL37 I am inclines to equate tis sign with BS, A 30 lylonas 
maintains that BB is merely a variant of B21, but I doubt this, 
since t e two signs have entirely different uses within a word. 
Dots often replace lines in B. 

C~ 41 I do·ubt this equation. The Cl sign is made on an entirely 
different principle. The two outer lines of B 8 and its 
parallels in other scripts are always straight. Very frequently 
the inner cross line does not touch the outer ~N verticals at 
all, but it is always connected with the center vertical. It 
never crosses the outer verticals in B, and perhaps not in A, 
but I have not checked that 

C 42 Sundwall's 71 is not an A sie;n at all. It belon:;)s to a 
category of signs that come from inscriptions ·I call primitive 
linear. They do not fit into any system now known. I can't lay 
my hands on the inscription at this moment, but I remember 

Cl 44 

Cr. 61 

the gign becaus~ I have spent a lot of time trying to place 
it properly. Sundwall lists several signs of this type. 

T~e Linear B equivalent of this sien (not B29t) has caused 
me a ~ood deal of trouble. I have provisionally classified it 
with Bll, the 'handt sign. It occurs in pg 4.Pig.687b line 1, 
word 1, second lee t er It differs from the usual nhand sign' 
in havin~ just one vertical at the base instead of two. A 51, 
which both Sundwall and Evans consider the parallel for B 29, 
doesn't look too much like it It~ lower vert·ical seems to be 
off- .enter most of the time. But as I have said before, I am 
not yet ready to make decisions about Linear A. At any rate, 
~st narallel .Lor t~e ~'rnro-· inoan ra-.:r be in B 11 . 
~~.:ft-'~~,-:~~~~~C#¥Vt' t/s..uitd-

I can t co:mr; ent here&::~ isn't enough o..~. the Cll s i left. 
But I can say in passagg that the Pylos si~n is very si)nificant 
because that same sign is quite frequent in reainland pottery 
inscriptions--confliderin · the limited nu her of these . 

ow for p.255. 
Of the six si s you aay are paralleled only in A, four have 
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that are certainly as close (so far as shape is concerned) 
as some others you list. Among the signs you say occur jn A 
and B but resemble A n ore than B, several are fra Jmentarr, 
several seem to have parallels in neither script; at any rate, 
the evidence is not overwhelming. At the same tilJe, I don't 
see how what I have said invalidates your argument. It is 
still likely that CI 1 is connected with A rather than with B, 
but B resembles it (or. vica-versa) .more closely t an you admit. 

I make no cornment on Fig .3, except that B 101 never occurs 
in the published inscriptions, and vans says it is rare. 

p.257 I agree with you absolutely that Cypro-Ivlinoan and Minoan 
were probably different lane;uages. But in Fig.4 CK 31 may 
be a ca~eless version of B 21. ~xactly the same three strokes 
with a sort of dot on top of the middle one occur in PM 4 
Fig. 707b word 2, and C1'f 34 looks like B 42 acxx.i:k.xararonmx although 
t b e two are not identical, since the center vertical of B42 
is usually br~ken. 

Fie;.5 Again, I wonder if Civi40 is not perhaps just a variant of 
the 1 hand-signn. It certainly looks more like B ll,A 10 than 
like Cypr. rna 

p.258 Your theory about the alternation of syllables containing 
s and t is alluring. You are certainly right about si,ti; I 
am not so certain about sa,ta and se,te. ~hese specific-uases 
are not so imnortant howeveras thegeneral idea that the 
various ~ inoan scripts differentiated similar sounds by minor 
variations in the form of the signs. Linear B has several 
examples of this, which 1 am investigatin0 • It i9 too soon to 
make any decision, but l am g lad t hat my vague ideas about this 
have received some com1imrnation. 

p.259 I h~ve alr~ady said that A 63 may be paralleled by B 84. I 
am inclined to doubt that there is any connection with B 59, 
unless some similar syrnmetrical and asymmetrical parallels 
can be proved. There does not seem to be any c0nnection between 
B 25 and B58, for instance (Cypr. lo and ta). So far as 
Ventris' guesses are concerned, they are just that He 
certainly r;; ives no proof whatever for any of his many state
ments about what he calls the nMinoan language~, and when he 
does try to ~ive proof, he is usually wrong about the facts 
he cites. 

The se of fi3ure ~ does, perhaps, have a Linear B 
equivalent. Some forms of B 47 have exactly the same 
form as A 20 and Cypr.se. 

p.260 In connection with your comments about tl:le C.-rprtote si e;ns 
based on two oblique crossed lines, it nay be sicrnificant 
t¥1at several Linear B s i ns which consist of an up er and a 
lo~er part--like B 49, for instance, or the 'man" and 'worr:an 
signs--have two variants, one of which has · a base with 
crossed lines, t~e oth er a sinGle line, or two lines me~ting 
in a point with a vertical between t h em. This cross, and the 
extra hor.:.Q:onartal bar vifutch app ears in variants of B21,36 and 
17 and even more frequently in the Tainland inscriptions on 
pottery, seerr~ to have some sort of grarr.:natical or phonetic 
function. Perhaps they denote the presense or lack of a vowel 
for that particular xBkxx sound. 
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Fig .7 
ya This s i :> has s orne resemblance, althou r:rh it is reversed and 

backward, to the hiero g lyphic sign #131. But fhis may he chance. 

ye Curiously enough, in two instances, (vThich I cannot locate 
i t now) regular Linear B signs appear with a small inverted 
arc or V above them. They puzzled me when I met them. They still 
do. 

more 
p.262 I happens that I can g ive you :k:NRX~xn~ statistics for 

the occurences of B 36. I haven't finished my checkin'~, and 
therefore there may be an error of one or two si r::ns in each case. 
B 36 occurs ·at least 10 times initially according to my count 
(Sundwall counted 7 occurrences in AAA 10.2 p.l3 Firr.6, ~ut he 
may mean only the sign with two cross-strokes). 2 of these have only 
1 cross-stroke. 1 ediall: the sisn seems to occur 30 times, 6 
tirr;es with 1 cross-stroke Pinally6-8 times, at least tVJice with 
l cross-stroke. The uncertainty is due to the fact t at in 
fragmentary inscriptions it is sometiffies difficult to tell in 
what position a si~n occurred, even when it is clearly leGible, 
and because, also, it is easy to confuse it, when care~assly 
written, with B 9 and even B 21. But the cases I listed are 
fairly certain I am only countinr the separate vrords in which 
the si ~n appears; sometimes these words occur several times. 
I c n, if you are intere ted, give you a list of the inscri~tions 
in which these siGns occur. I cannot say as yet whether I 
consider the variant significant, since my dist1C~bution analysis 
is not complete. I'm inclined to think the ~issing cross-stroke 
has a phonetic sio:nificance, but I am not at all sure that B 36 
was a vowel. It doe n't seem to act like one. 

Fig. 9 
The first si •0Jl in \Tour Cl.III 10 box occurs once in a B tablet, 

BSA 6 (1899-1900) opp p. 18, next to the last inscription in 
the rie;ht-hand coluwn, line 4, word 1 I am tentatively classing 
it with B 29, whereas you class it with B47. You may be right. 
It could be either, or neither 

I'm dubious about your classification of Big. It looks like 
B 46 to me. But I hf'ven't even begun work on the Pylos inscrlptions 
published so far. I agree about the other signs in that coluwn. 

p 264 Here is my last chance to speak. J:t'or the rest of the article 
I shall keep a respectful silence, and thank my lucky stars that 
you published the material in the way you did. 

Not only in this article, but in the two lectures I heard you 
give, you used labyrinthos and terebinthos as proof that the 
r inoans used voiced, voicele ~ and aspirated stops. That labyrinthos 
was Li:lORYl is practically certn."i~; its connection with labrys is 
however, extremely dubious; and how the Linoans pronounced the 
sound represented by ureek Beta I dare not say. Terebinghbs 
seems, however, to be Cyprian! Its ori inal form, so far as it 
can be traced, was tern1inthos, or treminthos, or triminthos, 
ENX or, even more likely, tremithos If you are interested in 
the lineuistic questions involved, I'll be glaa to send you about 
thirty pages in horrible typescript from a monograph on the 
suffix -inthos which I wrote up, hut would never dare try to 
publish. For purposes of illustration, I can offer you 
Probalinthos and robalinthous, from Attica and Ceos, resnectively, 
but I don't uarantee the stops. But so far as I know, nobody 
can prove that they are not what they seem, and the word are 
pre-Hellenic, even if they are not certainlT 1inoan. 
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